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Volumetric Testing Parallel to the Boundary Surface
for a Nonconforming Discretization of
the Electric-Field Integral Equation
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Eduard Ubeda, Juan M. Rius, Alex Heldring, and Ivan Sekulic4
Abstract—The volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the5
electric-field integral equation (EFIE) imposes no continuity constraint6
across edges in the surface discretization around a closed conductor. The7
current is expanded with the monopolar-RWG set and the electric field8
is tested over a set of tetrahedral elements attached to the boundary9
surface. This scheme is facet-oriented and therefore, well suited for the10
scattering analysis of nonconformal meshes or composite objects. The11
observed accuracy, though, is only competitive with respect to the RWG-12
discretization for a restricted range of heights of the tetrahedral elements.13
In this communication, we introduce a novel implementation of the volu-14
metric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over a set15
of wedges. We show with RCS and near-field results that this scheme offers16
improved accuracy for a wider range of heights than the approach with17
tetrahedral testing. The application of the wedge testing to the even-surface18
odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE, edge-oriented19
and therefore less versatile, shows similar accuracy as with tetrahedral20
testing, which is a sign of robustness.21
Index Terms—Basis functions, electric-field integral equation (EFIE),22
integral equations, moment method.23
I. INTRODUCTION24
The discretization of the electric-field integral equation (EFIE) for25
perfectly conducting objects is very often based on the low-order26
divergence-conforming RWG basis functions [1], [2]. The application27
of the edge-oriented RWG basis functions to composite objects, with28
piecewise homogeneous regions, brings out some pitfalls: 1) if the29
adopted mesh is conformal, the imposition of normal current conti-30
nuity around junctions becomes very awkward [3], [4] and 2) if the31
adopted mesh is nonconformal, arising from the interconnection of32
triangulations with nonmatching edges, the RWG basis functions can-33
not be used. In these scenarios, a facet-oriented implementation of34
the EFIE, like the recently proposed volumetric monopolar-RWG dis-35
cretization of the EFIE [5], [6], appears better suited: 1) the current is36
expanded with the monopolar-RWG basis functions, with no continu-37
ity across edges [7] and 2) the fields are tested over a set of tetrahedral38
elements attached to the surface triangulation, inside the body, to make39
the hyper-singular Kernel contributions numerically manageable.40
In this communication, we present a new implementation of the
Q1
41
volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE, so that the42
field testing is carried out over a set of wedges attached to the sur-43
face triangulation. Although this approach adds some complexity in44
the definition of the testing elements, improved accuracy is observed45
when compared with the tetrahedral testing for a wider range of heights46
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of the testing elements. The testing over wedges is also possible for 47
the even-surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the 48
EFIE, introduced in [6] with tetrahedral testing. This nonconforming 49
discretization relies on the rearrangement of the monopolar-RWG 50
space of current by two edge-oriented sets: the divergence-conforming 51
RWG set and the nonconforming odd-monopolar-RWG set [6]. The 52
testing of the fields is then carried out over pairs of adjacent trian- 53
gles and wedges. Since the volumetric testing now is only required to 54
capture half of the field contributions, the formulation appears more 55
robust in terms of the choice of the heights of the volumetric testing 56
elements with respect to the volumetric monopolar-RWG implemen- 57
tation, which requires full volumetric testing. This scheme, though, 58
is mainly amenable to conformal triangulations because it requires 59
the identification of the common edges between facets arising in the 60
triangulation. 61
II. WEDGES FOR TESTING PURPOSES 62
A. Wedges Conformal to the Boundary 63
In conformal triangulations, the three trapezoids at the side faces of 64
the qth wedge Wq are defined over the planes that bisect the angles 65
formed by the qth surface triangle Sq and the adjacent triangles (see 66
Fig. 1). The sides of the qth wedge connecting the vertices of top and 67
bottom triangular faces are oriented along the directions given by the 68
unit vectors nv,1q , nv,2q , and nv,3q , which are defined in modulo three 69
arithmetic as 70
nv,iq =
ns,i+1q × ns,i−1q∥∥ns,i+1q × ns,i−1q ∥∥ i = 1, 2, 3 (1)
where ns,iq denotes the unit vector normal to Sqi , the ith side trapezoid 71
of Wq . 72
In objects with abrupt convex geometrical singularities, though, for 73
facets with at least one vertex located on an abrupt sharp-edge but with 74
no sides matching a sharp-edge (see Fig. 2), the definition in (1) leads 75
to wedges breaking out of the boundary surface. Since in this case the 76
null field is not enforced strictly inside the body, the definition in (1) 77
for the normal unit vector defined at the controverted vertex P needs 78
to be modified. Instead, we adopt the normalized projection on the 79
plane Πpq of nvp at the vertex P , as defined in Fig. 2. The unit vectors 80
assigned to the other two vertices need to be revisited too, so that the 81
top and bottom triangles of the wedge remain parallel. 82
B. Wedges Nonconformal to the Boundary 83
For nonconformal triangulations, arising from the interconnection 84
of triangles with nonmatching edges, we adopt right triangular prisms 85
as testing elements (see Fig. 3). This is analogous to the nonconfor- 86
mal tetrahedral definition in [6], where the off-surface vertices of the 87
testing tetrahedral elements are oriented perpendicularly with respect 88
to the surface triangles. Now the three quadrilaterals at the three side 89
faces of the wedges become rectangles that are oriented perpendic- 90
ularly with respect to the surface triangles. Moreover, the base and 91
opposite triangles are translated copies. Of course, this definition, non- 92
conformal to the boundary surface, may also be applied to conformal 93
triangulations, which actually simplifies considerably the implementa- 94
tion described in the previous section. On the other hand, this definition 95
allows the testing wedges to cross the boundary surface. 96
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Fig. 1. qth triangle of the surface triangulation that lies on top of the qth wedge
of the volumetric distribution inside the object.
F1:1
F1:2
Fig. 2. Confinement of the qth wedge inside the body when bordering on an
abrupt sharp-edge. The unit vector nvp results from the normalized summation
of the unit vectors that are normal to the facets meeting at P . The plane Πpq is
normal to the qth triangle and contains the vertex P and the triangle centroid.
F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
F2:4
III. NONCONFORMING DISCRETIZATION OF THE EFIE97
WITH TESTING OVER WEDGES98
In each triangle arising from the discretization, the monopolar-99
RWG expansion carries out a linearly growing approximating scheme100
from each vertex toward the opposed edge. Therefore, in general, for101
closed meshes, the resulting matrix equation handles a number of102
unknowns of three times the number of triangles. In conformal tri-103
angulations, this expansion gives rise to two independent unknowns at104
both sides of each edge.105
A. Volumetric Discretization of the EFIE106
We develop the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the107
EFIE by the definition of three testing functions at each wedge. This is108
advantageous if compared with the tetrahedral testing described in [6],109
where the three testing functions associated with a particular surface110
triangle are defined over three different tetrahedral elements.111
We define the “wedge-monopolar” testing function linked to the ith112
vertex of Sq in cylindrical coordinates, with the z-axis at this vertex113
oriented along nq , the unit vector perpendicular to Sq , as114
P qi (ρ, z) =
1
2AqHq
(
ρiq − z tanαiquiq
)
1 ≤ q ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ z ≤ Hq
(2)
Fig. 3. Tetrahedral and wedge testing elements, nonconformal to the boundary
surface.
F3:1
F3:2
where N and Aq denote, respectively, the number of triangles and 115
the area of Sq . The vector ρiq represents the radial position vector 116
of the observation point associated with the ith vertex. The variable 117
z denotes the distance from Sq to the observation point. Note that 118
the wedge-monopolar function in (2) is linearly growing and becomes 119
zero along the edge of Wq meeting the ith vertex. In our numerical 120
tests, we define the height Hq of Wq as a fraction of the mesh parame- 121
ter h, which represents the average side length of the surface triangle. 122
The parameter αiq denotes the angle between the directions given by 123
nq and nv,iq (see Fig. 1). The unit vector uiq is parallel to Sq and is 124
defined as 125
uiq =
nq − nv,iq∥∥nq − nv,iq ∥∥ . (3)
The nonconformal wedge definition, based on right triangular 126
prisms, implies nv,iq = nq and αiq = 0; hence, the definition in (2) 127
is reduced to 128
P iq (ρ, z) =
1
2AqHq
ρiq 1 ≤ q ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. (4)
The divergence of the testing functions is uniform over the qth facet 129
in both scenarios and yields 130
∇ · P iq = 1
AqHq
i = 1, 2, 3. (5)
In this communication, we choose to define the monopolar-RWG 131
basis functions in terms of facets, rather than edges as in [6]. This 132
allows a general definition for the matrix system, valid for either con- 133
formal or nonconformal triangulations. The monopolar-RWG basis 134
function associated with the pth vertex of the nth triangular facet is 135
then defined as [1], [7] 136
gpn (r) =
1
2An
(r − rpn) p = 1, 2, 3 (6)
where the vector rpn denotes the position vector of the pth vertex of the 137
source triangle Sn. 138
The resulting matrix system for the volumetric monopolar-RWG 139
discretization of the EFIE, with testing over wedges, relies on [6] but 140
adopts the wedge-monopolar definitions in (2) and (5). The resulting 141
system then becomes 142
E
[q,i]
inc =
Nt∑
n = 1
3∑
p=1
[
ZA,[q,i][n,p] + Z
Φ,[q,i]
[n,p]
]
c[n,p] 1 ≤ q ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3
(7)
where c[n,p] denotes the current coefficient of the monopolar-RWG 143
function associated with the pth vertex of the nth triangle. The 144
excitation vector yields 145
E
[q,i]
inc =
∫∫∫
Wq
P iq (r) ·Eincdv (8)
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where Einc represents the electric-field vector impinging on the con-146
ductor. The vector-potential and scalar-potential contributions to the147
impedance elements ZA,[q,i][n,p] and Z
Φ,[q,i]
[n,p] , respectively, become148
ZA,[q,i][n,p] = jkη0
∫∫∫
Wq
P iq (r) ·
∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)
gpn
(
r′
)
ds′dv
(9)
ZΦ,[q,i][n,p] = j
η0
k
∫∫
S
q
i
(
P iq (r) · ns,iq
)∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)∇′ · gpn (r′) ds′ds
− j η0
k
∫∫∫
Wq
∇ · P iq (r)
∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)∇′ · gpn (r′) ds′dv
− j η0
k
∫∫
S
q
i
(
P iq (r)·ns,iq
)∫
Lnp
G
(
r, r′
)(
gpn(r
′) · nl,pn
)
dl′ds
+ j
η0
k
∫∫∫
Wq
∇·P iq (r)
∫
Lnp
G
(
r, r′
)(
gpn
(
r′
) · nl,pn
)
dl′dv
(10)
where G and Lnp denote, respectively, the free-space Green’s function149
and the segment opposed to the pth vertex in the nth source triangle150
(see Fig. 1). Note that for the testing nonconformal to the boundary151
surface, the implementation of (10) becomes somewhat easier (e.g.,152
ns,iq = n
l,i
q ).153
B. Even-Surface Odd-Volumetric Discretization of the EFIE154
The resulting matrix system for the even-surface odd-volumetric155
implementation and wedge testing derives from [6] through (19)–(30),156
with the wedge-monopolar definitions in (2), (4), and (5). The testing157
wedges can also be conformal or nonconformal to the boundary sur-158
face. For electrically moderate or big sharp-edged objects, handling159
a considerable amount of unknowns, we implement the hybrid even-160
surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE,161
which reduces the computational cost while preserving the accuracy.162
Indeed, the odd monopolar-RWG basis functions are only defined at163
those edges in the meshing matching the sharp edges of the object [6].164
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS165
We illustrate for several sharp-edged objects the observed166
improved accuracy with respect to the RWG-discretization of the167
EFIE, EFIE[RWG], of the monopolar-RWG discretizations of the168
EFIE; namely, volumetric, EFIE[monoRWG], and even-surface odd-169
volumetric, EFIE[e-o-monoRWG]. In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we plot170
RCS and near-field errors for closed conformal triangulations against171
the height of the testing elements H and the number of unknowns,172
respectively. The reference RCS results are computed with the RWG-173
discretization of the EFIE and extremely fine meshes (of about 70 000174
unknowns) [6]. In Section IV-C, we plot RCS results for a compos-175
ite object meshed with a nonconformal triangulation. We compute176
the inner surface and volumetric integrals in the impedance elements177
through the singularity subtraction of the R−1−Kernel contributions178
[8]. The outer integrals and the remaining low-order Kernel contribu-179
tions in the inner integrals are evaluated numerically with Gaussian180
rules [6], [9], [10]. The volumetric integrals over wedges are com-181
puted through the decomposition of each wedge into three tetrahedral182
elements. An x-polarized z-propagating plane wave is impinging on183
the tested conductors.184
A. Accuracy Versus H185
In Figs. 4, 5(a), and 6(a), relative RCS-errors are shown for volumet-186
ric monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE in terms of the height187
Fig. 4. Relative error of the backward scattered RCS versus the height H ,
defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter h, of the testing elements with
several EFIE-implementations for a cube with side 0.1 m (λ = 1m). The
meshes employ 300 and 588 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and RWG
discretizations.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
F4:4
F4:5
of the testing elements for a degree of meshing with respect to the rela- 188
tive error of EFIE[RWG] and finer triangulation but similar number of 189
unknowns. The tested objects are, respectively, a cube with side 0.1λ, a 190
regular pyramid with square basis and side 0.1λ and a regular tetrahe- 191
dron with side 0.1λ (λ = 1m). In light of these figures, the volumetric 192
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over wedges 193
shows improved accuracy with respect to EFIE[RWG] for a wider 194
range of values of H than with tetrahedral testing. The ranges of H 195
with observed improved accuracy for testing over wedges lie between 196
h/10 and h/103, for the moderately small sharp-edged objects, and 197
between h/102 and h/104 for the 1λ-tetrahedron. These H ranges 198
include both wedge choices, conformal, [conf], or nonconformal [non- 199
conf], to the boundary surface, and are one order of magnitude bigger 200
than the H ranges with observed improved accuracy for the tetrahedral 201
testing, which lie roughly between h and h/10. 202
The volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with 203
testing wedges conformal to the boundary surface shows improved 204
accuracy for a wider range of H with respect to the nonconformal 205
choice for the square-pyramid, which is an example of electrically 206
small sharp-edged object with abrupt sharp-edge. In any case, for small 207
enough values of H , around h/100 or smaller, the performance of both 208
wedge testing choices, conformal or nonconformal to the boundary 209
surface, becomes increasingly similar, showing improved or similar 210
performance with respect to EFIE[RWG] for all the tested objects. 211
With tetrahedral testing, the conformal and nonconformal choices 212
become also similar for small values of H (below h/10) but with 213
evident loss of accuracy. 214
In Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), we show RCS results for the even-surface 215
odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE. In 216
Fig. 5(b), for the 0.1λ-square pyramid, this is the complete implemen- 217
tation, handling twice the number of edges as number of unknowns. 218
In Fig. 6(b), for the 1λ-tetrahedron, an object with moderate elec- 219
trical dimensions, the even-surface odd-volumetric implementation is 220
hybrid, whereby the number of unknowns is reduced to the edges aris- 221
ing in the triangulation plus the edges matching the sharp edges of the 222
object [6]. In view of these figures, the wedge testing shows improved 223
RCS-accuracy in similar terms as the corresponding implementa- 224
tions with tetrahedral testing [6]. Similarly, the observed performance 225
now with the even-surface odd-volumetric implementations is less 226
dependent on the testing choices, conformal or nonconformal to the 227
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Fig. 5. Relative error for a pyramid with square basis with side 0.1λ (λ = 1m)
of the backward scattered RCS versus the height H , defined as a fraction of the
mesh parameter h, of the testing elements computed with several monopolar-
RWG EFIE-implementations. (a) Volumetric. (b) Even-surface odd-volumetric.
The meshes make use of 392 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and even-
odd-monopolar-RWG discretizations; for the RWG-discretization, the mesh
employs 800 triangles.
F5:1
F5:2
F5:3
F5:4
F5:5
F5:6
F5:7
boundary surface, than their volumetric counterparts. Furthermore, the228
H range with improved accuracy for the even-surface odd-volumetric229
discretization with wedge testing is notoriously bigger than the ranges230
observed for the volumetric discretization and same testing choice.231
In particular, the H range with improved accuracy for EFIE[e-o-232
monoRWG] and the square pyramid lies between h and h/104,233
whereas for EFIE[hyb][e-o-monoRWG] and the tetrahedron, between234
h and h/105. This involves at least two orders of magnitude bigger235
than the observed H ranges for EFIE[wedge][monoRWG].236
In Fig. 7, we plot, for the 0.1λ square pyramid, the near-field237
relative error in terms of H and fixed degree of meshing for the238
monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE at a point inside the239
object, at a distance of 0.02 m of the top vertex along the pyramid240
axis. We define the near-field error as the ratio between the magnitudes241
of the total and incident electric fields at that point [6]. As discussed242
in detail in [6], the observed improved far-field accuracy prevails in243
the near-field especially for electrically small objects. Indeed, in view244
of Fig. 7, the best-performing H-values for each discretization are245
consistent with the observed trends in Fig. 5 for the computed far-field.246
Fig. 6. Relative error for a tetrahedron with side 1λ (λ = 1m) of the for-
ward scattered RCS versus the height H , defined as a fraction of the mesh
parameter h, of the testing elements with several monopolar-RWG implemen-
tations of the EFIE. (a) Volumetric. (b) Hybrid even-surface odd-volumetric.
The meshes adopt 1024 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and hybrid even-
odd-monopolarRWG discretizations; for the RWG-discretization, the meshes
employ 2116 triangles in (a) and 1156 triangles in (b).
F6:1
F6:2
F6:3
F6:4
F6:5
F6:6
F6:7
B. Accuracy Versus N 247
In Figs. 8 and 9, we show for the square pyramid and the tetrahe- 248
dron, respectively, the relative error of the RCS computed with the 249
nonconforming EFIE-implementations with respect to reliable RCS 250
references against the number of unknowns. For each implementation 251
and object, we show two graphs corresponding to two H values that 252
are 10 and 100 times smaller than certain H values leading to the same 253
reference errors (see Figs. 5 and 6). For the square pyramid, this error 254
is 3.5e-3, whereas for the tetrahedron, it is 2e-3. In view of Figs. 5 255
and 6, for the volumetric implementations, the corresponding refer- 256
ence H-values are: 1) for the square pyramid, h/42 (wedge) and h/2 257
(tetrahedral) and 2) for the tetrahedron, h/120 (wedge) and h/5 (tetra- 258
hedral). Similarly, these H values for the even-surface odd-volumetric 259
implementations become: 1) for the square pyramid, h/10 (wedge) 260
and h/2 (tetrahedral) and 2) for the tetrahedron, h/50 (wedge) and 261
h/13 (tetrahedral). 262
The computed RCS over these ranges with the volumetric 263
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE and wedge testing 264
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Fig. 7. Near-field relative error inside the object versus the height H of the
testing elements, with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for a
square pyramid with side 0.1 m (λ = 1m). The testing point is at distance
of 0.02 m of the top vertex along the pyramid axis. The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F7:1
F7:2
F7:3
F7:4
F7:5
Fig. 8. Relative error of the backward scattered RCS versus the number of
unknowns computed with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for
a square pyramid with side = 0.1m (λ = 1m). The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F8:1
F8:2
F8:3
F8:4
produces smaller error than the tetrahedral choice and the265
RWG-discretization (see Figs. 8 and 9). In contrast, the wedge266
and tetrahedral testing choices for the even-surface odd-volumetric267
monopolar-RWG discretization produce very similar performance,268
which is a sign of robustness. Moreover, the observed errors with the269
even-surface odd-volumetric implementations in both objects become270
much smaller than for the volumetric implementations.271
C. Nonconformal Triangulations272
In Fig. 10, we show the RCS for the composite object arising273
from the juxtaposition of a pyramid with rectangular basis on top274
of a rectangular prism. Two meshes are used: 1) a closed confor-275
mal mesh of 1920 triangles (mesh A) and 2) a nonconformal mesh276
of 832 triangles resulting from the interconnection of two indepen-277
dent open triangulations (mesh B). Neither the RWG-discretization278
Fig. 9. Relative error of the forward scattered RCS versus the number of
unknowns computed with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for
a regular tetrahedron with side = 1m (λ = 1m). The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F9:1
F9:2
F9:3
F9:4
Fig. 10. xz plane cut of the RCS computed with several EFIE-implementations
for an object composed of a pyramid on top of a rectangular prism. Meshes A
and B employ, respectively, 1920 and 832 triangles.
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
nor the even-surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization 279
of the EFIE can handle the mesh B, where some neighboring triangles 280
have nonmatching edges. Instead, the volumetric monopolar-RWG 281
discretization, with the testing elements defined nonconformal to the 282
boundary surface, stands for a flexible and versatile tool, well suited 283
for the analysis of Mesh B. It is clear from Fig. 10 that the wedge 284
testing in the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE 285
results in a more stable performance in terms of H than the tetrahedral 286
testing. 287
V. CONCLUSION 288
The adoption of testing wedges conformal to the boundary surface 289
in the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE shows, 290
for the sharp-edged conductors tested, improved accuracy for a wider 291
range of heights of the testing elements than the choice of tetrahe- 292
dral elements (between h/10 and h/103, for the moderately small 293
objects tested, and between h/102 and h/104 for the 1λ-tetrahedron). 294
For small enough heights, below one-hundredth of the mesh param- 295
eter, right triangular prisms, easy-to-implement, can be adopted 296
too as successful testing elements. The even-surface odd-volumetric 297
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monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with wedge testing per-298
forms in a similar manner as described in [6] for tetrahedral testing299
elements. These implementations reach, for the sharp-edged conduc-300
tors tested, much wider ranges of heights of the testing elements with301
improved accuracy (at least two orders of magnitude bigger than for302
the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization and wedge testing).303
For composite objects meshed with nonconformal triangulations304
where neighboring triangles have no matching edges, the volumetric305
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over right tri-306
angular prisms appears as a more reliable option than the choice with307
tetrahedral testing because the computed RCS becomes more stable308
in terms of the heights of the testing elements. The even-surface odd-309
volumetric monopolar-RWG implementation, though, which assigns310
unknowns to the edges between pairs of adjacent facets, is not311
amenable in general to such triangulations.312
We believe that the better suitability of the wedges as testing ele-313
ments when compared with the tetrahedral elements lies in the fact that314
the wedge-monopolar testing functions enforce the null condition for315
the component of the inner electric field tangential to the boundary sur-316
face, which shows better consistency with the electric-field boundary317
condition at the surface.318
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Volumetric Testing Parallel to the Boundary Surface
for a Nonconforming Discretization of
the Electric-Field Integral Equation
1
2
3
Eduard Ubeda, Juan M. Rius, Alex Heldring, and Ivan Sekulic4
Abstract—The volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the5
electric-field integral equation (EFIE) imposes no continuity constraint6
across edges in the surface discretization around a closed conductor. The7
current is expanded with the monopolar-RWG set and the electric field8
is tested over a set of tetrahedral elements attached to the boundary9
surface. This scheme is facet-oriented and therefore, well suited for the10
scattering analysis of nonconformal meshes or composite objects. The11
observed accuracy, though, is only competitive with respect to the RWG-12
discretization for a restricted range of heights of the tetrahedral elements.13
In this communication, we introduce a novel implementation of the volu-14
metric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over a set15
of wedges. We show with RCS and near-field results that this scheme offers16
improved accuracy for a wider range of heights than the approach with17
tetrahedral testing. The application of the wedge testing to the even-surface18
odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE, edge-oriented19
and therefore less versatile, shows similar accuracy as with tetrahedral20
testing, which is a sign of robustness.21
Index Terms—Basis functions, electric-field integral equation (EFIE),22
integral equations, moment method.23
I. INTRODUCTION24
The discretization of the electric-field integral equation (EFIE) for25
perfectly conducting objects is very often based on the low-order26
divergence-conforming RWG basis functions [1], [2]. The application27
of the edge-oriented RWG basis functions to composite objects, with28
piecewise homogeneous regions, brings out some pitfalls: 1) if the29
adopted mesh is conformal, the imposition of normal current conti-30
nuity around junctions becomes very awkward [3], [4] and 2) if the31
adopted mesh is nonconformal, arising from the interconnection of32
triangulations with nonmatching edges, the RWG basis functions can-33
not be used. In these scenarios, a facet-oriented implementation of34
the EFIE, like the recently proposed volumetric monopolar-RWG dis-35
cretization of the EFIE [5], [6], appears better suited: 1) the current is36
expanded with the monopolar-RWG basis functions, with no continu-37
ity across edges [7] and 2) the fields are tested over a set of tetrahedral38
elements attached to the surface triangulation, inside the body, to make39
the hyper-singular Kernel contributions numerically manageable.40
In this communication, we present a new implementation of the
Q1
41
volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE, so that the42
field testing is carried out over a set of wedges attached to the sur-43
face triangulation. Although this approach adds some complexity in44
the definition of the testing elements, improved accuracy is observed45
when compared with the tetrahedral testing for a wider range of heights46
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of the testing elements. The testing over wedges is also possible for 47
the even-surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the 48
EFIE, introduced in [6] with tetrahedral testing. This nonconforming 49
discretization relies on the rearrangement of the monopolar-RWG 50
space of current by two edge-oriented sets: the divergence-conforming 51
RWG set and the nonconforming odd-monopolar-RWG set [6]. The 52
testing of the fields is then carried out over pairs of adjacent trian- 53
gles and wedges. Since the volumetric testing now is only required to 54
capture half of the field contributions, the formulation appears more 55
robust in terms of the choice of the heights of the volumetric testing 56
elements with respect to the volumetric monopolar-RWG implemen- 57
tation, which requires full volumetric testing. This scheme, though, 58
is mainly amenable to conformal triangulations because it requires 59
the identification of the common edges between facets arising in the 60
triangulation. 61
II. WEDGES FOR TESTING PURPOSES 62
A. Wedges Conformal to the Boundary 63
In conformal triangulations, the three trapezoids at the side faces of 64
the qth wedge Wq are defined over the planes that bisect the angles 65
formed by the qth surface triangle Sq and the adjacent triangles (see 66
Fig. 1). The sides of the qth wedge connecting the vertices of top and 67
bottom triangular faces are oriented along the directions given by the 68
unit vectors nv,1q , nv,2q , and nv,3q , which are defined in modulo three 69
arithmetic as 70
nv,iq =
ns,i+1q × ns,i−1q∥∥ns,i+1q × ns,i−1q ∥∥ i = 1, 2, 3 (1)
where ns,iq denotes the unit vector normal to Sqi , the ith side trapezoid 71
of Wq . 72
In objects with abrupt convex geometrical singularities, though, for 73
facets with at least one vertex located on an abrupt sharp-edge but with 74
no sides matching a sharp-edge (see Fig. 2), the definition in (1) leads 75
to wedges breaking out of the boundary surface. Since in this case the 76
null field is not enforced strictly inside the body, the definition in (1) 77
for the normal unit vector defined at the controverted vertex P needs 78
to be modified. Instead, we adopt the normalized projection on the 79
plane Πpq of nvp at the vertex P , as defined in Fig. 2. The unit vectors 80
assigned to the other two vertices need to be revisited too, so that the 81
top and bottom triangles of the wedge remain parallel. 82
B. Wedges Nonconformal to the Boundary 83
For nonconformal triangulations, arising from the interconnection 84
of triangles with nonmatching edges, we adopt right triangular prisms 85
as testing elements (see Fig. 3). This is analogous to the nonconfor- 86
mal tetrahedral definition in [6], where the off-surface vertices of the 87
testing tetrahedral elements are oriented perpendicularly with respect 88
to the surface triangles. Now the three quadrilaterals at the three side 89
faces of the wedges become rectangles that are oriented perpendic- 90
ularly with respect to the surface triangles. Moreover, the base and 91
opposite triangles are translated copies. Of course, this definition, non- 92
conformal to the boundary surface, may also be applied to conformal 93
triangulations, which actually simplifies considerably the implementa- 94
tion described in the previous section. On the other hand, this definition 95
allows the testing wedges to cross the boundary surface. 96
0018-926X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. qth triangle of the surface triangulation that lies on top of the qth wedge
of the volumetric distribution inside the object.
F1:1
F1:2
Fig. 2. Confinement of the qth wedge inside the body when bordering on an
abrupt sharp-edge. The unit vector nvp results from the normalized summation
of the unit vectors that are normal to the facets meeting at P . The plane Πpq is
normal to the qth triangle and contains the vertex P and the triangle centroid.
F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
F2:4
III. NONCONFORMING DISCRETIZATION OF THE EFIE97
WITH TESTING OVER WEDGES98
In each triangle arising from the discretization, the monopolar-99
RWG expansion carries out a linearly growing approximating scheme100
from each vertex toward the opposed edge. Therefore, in general, for101
closed meshes, the resulting matrix equation handles a number of102
unknowns of three times the number of triangles. In conformal tri-103
angulations, this expansion gives rise to two independent unknowns at104
both sides of each edge.105
A. Volumetric Discretization of the EFIE106
We develop the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the107
EFIE by the definition of three testing functions at each wedge. This is108
advantageous if compared with the tetrahedral testing described in [6],109
where the three testing functions associated with a particular surface110
triangle are defined over three different tetrahedral elements.111
We define the “wedge-monopolar” testing function linked to the ith112
vertex of Sq in cylindrical coordinates, with the z-axis at this vertex113
oriented along nq , the unit vector perpendicular to Sq , as114
P qi (ρ, z) =
1
2AqHq
(
ρiq − z tanαiquiq
)
1 ≤ q ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ z ≤ Hq
(2)
Fig. 3. Tetrahedral and wedge testing elements, nonconformal to the boundary
surface.
F3:1
F3:2
where N and Aq denote, respectively, the number of triangles and 115
the area of Sq . The vector ρiq represents the radial position vector 116
of the observation point associated with the ith vertex. The variable 117
z denotes the distance from Sq to the observation point. Note that 118
the wedge-monopolar function in (2) is linearly growing and becomes 119
zero along the edge of Wq meeting the ith vertex. In our numerical 120
tests, we define the height Hq of Wq as a fraction of the mesh parame- 121
ter h, which represents the average side length of the surface triangle. 122
The parameter αiq denotes the angle between the directions given by 123
nq and nv,iq (see Fig. 1). The unit vector uiq is parallel to Sq and is 124
defined as 125
uiq =
nq − nv,iq∥∥nq − nv,iq ∥∥ . (3)
The nonconformal wedge definition, based on right triangular 126
prisms, implies nv,iq = nq and αiq = 0; hence, the definition in (2) 127
is reduced to 128
P iq (ρ, z) =
1
2AqHq
ρiq 1 ≤ q ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. (4)
The divergence of the testing functions is uniform over the qth facet 129
in both scenarios and yields 130
∇ · P iq = 1
AqHq
i = 1, 2, 3. (5)
In this communication, we choose to define the monopolar-RWG 131
basis functions in terms of facets, rather than edges as in [6]. This 132
allows a general definition for the matrix system, valid for either con- 133
formal or nonconformal triangulations. The monopolar-RWG basis 134
function associated with the pth vertex of the nth triangular facet is 135
then defined as [1], [7] 136
gpn (r) =
1
2An
(r − rpn) p = 1, 2, 3 (6)
where the vector rpn denotes the position vector of the pth vertex of the 137
source triangle Sn. 138
The resulting matrix system for the volumetric monopolar-RWG 139
discretization of the EFIE, with testing over wedges, relies on [6] but 140
adopts the wedge-monopolar definitions in (2) and (5). The resulting 141
system then becomes 142
E
[q,i]
inc =
Nt∑
n = 1
3∑
p=1
[
ZA,[q,i][n,p] + Z
Φ,[q,i]
[n,p]
]
c[n,p] 1 ≤ q ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3
(7)
where c[n,p] denotes the current coefficient of the monopolar-RWG 143
function associated with the pth vertex of the nth triangle. The 144
excitation vector yields 145
E
[q,i]
inc =
∫∫∫
Wq
P iq (r) ·Eincdv (8)
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where Einc represents the electric-field vector impinging on the con-146
ductor. The vector-potential and scalar-potential contributions to the147
impedance elements ZA,[q,i][n,p] and Z
Φ,[q,i]
[n,p] , respectively, become148
ZA,[q,i][n,p] = jkη0
∫∫∫
Wq
P iq (r) ·
∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)
gpn
(
r′
)
ds′dv
(9)
ZΦ,[q,i][n,p] = j
η0
k
∫∫
S
q
i
(
P iq (r) · ns,iq
)∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)∇′ · gpn (r′) ds′ds
− j η0
k
∫∫∫
Wq
∇ · P iq (r)
∫∫
Sn
G
(
r, r′
)∇′ · gpn (r′) ds′dv
− j η0
k
∫∫
S
q
i
(
P iq (r)·ns,iq
)∫
Lnp
G
(
r, r′
)(
gpn(r
′) · nl,pn
)
dl′ds
+ j
η0
k
∫∫∫
Wq
∇·P iq (r)
∫
Lnp
G
(
r, r′
)(
gpn
(
r′
) · nl,pn
)
dl′dv
(10)
where G and Lnp denote, respectively, the free-space Green’s function149
and the segment opposed to the pth vertex in the nth source triangle150
(see Fig. 1). Note that for the testing nonconformal to the boundary151
surface, the implementation of (10) becomes somewhat easier (e.g.,152
ns,iq = n
l,i
q ).153
B. Even-Surface Odd-Volumetric Discretization of the EFIE154
The resulting matrix system for the even-surface odd-volumetric155
implementation and wedge testing derives from [6] through (19)–(30),156
with the wedge-monopolar definitions in (2), (4), and (5). The testing157
wedges can also be conformal or nonconformal to the boundary sur-158
face. For electrically moderate or big sharp-edged objects, handling159
a considerable amount of unknowns, we implement the hybrid even-160
surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE,161
which reduces the computational cost while preserving the accuracy.162
Indeed, the odd monopolar-RWG basis functions are only defined at163
those edges in the meshing matching the sharp edges of the object [6].164
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS165
We illustrate for several sharp-edged objects the observed166
improved accuracy with respect to the RWG-discretization of the167
EFIE, EFIE[RWG], of the monopolar-RWG discretizations of the168
EFIE; namely, volumetric, EFIE[monoRWG], and even-surface odd-169
volumetric, EFIE[e-o-monoRWG]. In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we plot170
RCS and near-field errors for closed conformal triangulations against171
the height of the testing elements H and the number of unknowns,172
respectively. The reference RCS results are computed with the RWG-173
discretization of the EFIE and extremely fine meshes (of about 70 000174
unknowns) [6]. In Section IV-C, we plot RCS results for a compos-175
ite object meshed with a nonconformal triangulation. We compute176
the inner surface and volumetric integrals in the impedance elements177
through the singularity subtraction of the R−1−Kernel contributions178
[8]. The outer integrals and the remaining low-order Kernel contribu-179
tions in the inner integrals are evaluated numerically with Gaussian180
rules [6], [9], [10]. The volumetric integrals over wedges are com-181
puted through the decomposition of each wedge into three tetrahedral182
elements. An x-polarized z-propagating plane wave is impinging on183
the tested conductors.184
A. Accuracy Versus H185
In Figs. 4, 5(a), and 6(a), relative RCS-errors are shown for volumet-186
ric monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE in terms of the height187
Fig. 4. Relative error of the backward scattered RCS versus the height H ,
defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter h, of the testing elements with
several EFIE-implementations for a cube with side 0.1 m (λ = 1m). The
meshes employ 300 and 588 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and RWG
discretizations.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
F4:4
F4:5
of the testing elements for a degree of meshing with respect to the rela- 188
tive error of EFIE[RWG] and finer triangulation but similar number of 189
unknowns. The tested objects are, respectively, a cube with side 0.1λ, a 190
regular pyramid with square basis and side 0.1λ and a regular tetrahe- 191
dron with side 0.1λ (λ = 1m). In light of these figures, the volumetric 192
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over wedges 193
shows improved accuracy with respect to EFIE[RWG] for a wider 194
range of values of H than with tetrahedral testing. The ranges of H 195
with observed improved accuracy for testing over wedges lie between 196
h/10 and h/103, for the moderately small sharp-edged objects, and 197
between h/102 and h/104 for the 1λ-tetrahedron. These H ranges 198
include both wedge choices, conformal, [conf], or nonconformal [non- 199
conf], to the boundary surface, and are one order of magnitude bigger 200
than the H ranges with observed improved accuracy for the tetrahedral 201
testing, which lie roughly between h and h/10. 202
The volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with 203
testing wedges conformal to the boundary surface shows improved 204
accuracy for a wider range of H with respect to the nonconformal 205
choice for the square-pyramid, which is an example of electrically 206
small sharp-edged object with abrupt sharp-edge. In any case, for small 207
enough values of H , around h/100 or smaller, the performance of both 208
wedge testing choices, conformal or nonconformal to the boundary 209
surface, becomes increasingly similar, showing improved or similar 210
performance with respect to EFIE[RWG] for all the tested objects. 211
With tetrahedral testing, the conformal and nonconformal choices 212
become also similar for small values of H (below h/10) but with 213
evident loss of accuracy. 214
In Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), we show RCS results for the even-surface 215
odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE. In 216
Fig. 5(b), for the 0.1λ-square pyramid, this is the complete implemen- 217
tation, handling twice the number of edges as number of unknowns. 218
In Fig. 6(b), for the 1λ-tetrahedron, an object with moderate elec- 219
trical dimensions, the even-surface odd-volumetric implementation is 220
hybrid, whereby the number of unknowns is reduced to the edges aris- 221
ing in the triangulation plus the edges matching the sharp edges of the 222
object [6]. In view of these figures, the wedge testing shows improved 223
RCS-accuracy in similar terms as the corresponding implementa- 224
tions with tetrahedral testing [6]. Similarly, the observed performance 225
now with the even-surface odd-volumetric implementations is less 226
dependent on the testing choices, conformal or nonconformal to the 227
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Fig. 5. Relative error for a pyramid with square basis with side 0.1λ (λ = 1m)
of the backward scattered RCS versus the height H , defined as a fraction of the
mesh parameter h, of the testing elements computed with several monopolar-
RWG EFIE-implementations. (a) Volumetric. (b) Even-surface odd-volumetric.
The meshes make use of 392 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and even-
odd-monopolar-RWG discretizations; for the RWG-discretization, the mesh
employs 800 triangles.
F5:1
F5:2
F5:3
F5:4
F5:5
F5:6
F5:7
boundary surface, than their volumetric counterparts. Furthermore, the228
H range with improved accuracy for the even-surface odd-volumetric229
discretization with wedge testing is notoriously bigger than the ranges230
observed for the volumetric discretization and same testing choice.231
In particular, the H range with improved accuracy for EFIE[e-o-232
monoRWG] and the square pyramid lies between h and h/104,233
whereas for EFIE[hyb][e-o-monoRWG] and the tetrahedron, between234
h and h/105. This involves at least two orders of magnitude bigger235
than the observed H ranges for EFIE[wedge][monoRWG].236
In Fig. 7, we plot, for the 0.1λ square pyramid, the near-field237
relative error in terms of H and fixed degree of meshing for the238
monopolar-RWG discretizations of the EFIE at a point inside the239
object, at a distance of 0.02 m of the top vertex along the pyramid240
axis. We define the near-field error as the ratio between the magnitudes241
of the total and incident electric fields at that point [6]. As discussed242
in detail in [6], the observed improved far-field accuracy prevails in243
the near-field especially for electrically small objects. Indeed, in view244
of Fig. 7, the best-performing H-values for each discretization are245
consistent with the observed trends in Fig. 5 for the computed far-field.246
Fig. 6. Relative error for a tetrahedron with side 1λ (λ = 1m) of the for-
ward scattered RCS versus the height H , defined as a fraction of the mesh
parameter h, of the testing elements with several monopolar-RWG implemen-
tations of the EFIE. (a) Volumetric. (b) Hybrid even-surface odd-volumetric.
The meshes adopt 1024 triangles for the monopolar-RWG and hybrid even-
odd-monopolarRWG discretizations; for the RWG-discretization, the meshes
employ 2116 triangles in (a) and 1156 triangles in (b).
F6:1
F6:2
F6:3
F6:4
F6:5
F6:6
F6:7
B. Accuracy Versus N 247
In Figs. 8 and 9, we show for the square pyramid and the tetrahe- 248
dron, respectively, the relative error of the RCS computed with the 249
nonconforming EFIE-implementations with respect to reliable RCS 250
references against the number of unknowns. For each implementation 251
and object, we show two graphs corresponding to two H values that 252
are 10 and 100 times smaller than certain H values leading to the same 253
reference errors (see Figs. 5 and 6). For the square pyramid, this error 254
is 3.5e-3, whereas for the tetrahedron, it is 2e-3. In view of Figs. 5 255
and 6, for the volumetric implementations, the corresponding refer- 256
ence H-values are: 1) for the square pyramid, h/42 (wedge) and h/2 257
(tetrahedral) and 2) for the tetrahedron, h/120 (wedge) and h/5 (tetra- 258
hedral). Similarly, these H values for the even-surface odd-volumetric 259
implementations become: 1) for the square pyramid, h/10 (wedge) 260
and h/2 (tetrahedral) and 2) for the tetrahedron, h/50 (wedge) and 261
h/13 (tetrahedral). 262
The computed RCS over these ranges with the volumetric 263
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE and wedge testing 264
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Fig. 7. Near-field relative error inside the object versus the height H of the
testing elements, with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for a
square pyramid with side 0.1 m (λ = 1m). The testing point is at distance
of 0.02 m of the top vertex along the pyramid axis. The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F7:1
F7:2
F7:3
F7:4
F7:5
Fig. 8. Relative error of the backward scattered RCS versus the number of
unknowns computed with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for
a square pyramid with side = 0.1m (λ = 1m). The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F8:1
F8:2
F8:3
F8:4
produces smaller error than the tetrahedral choice and the265
RWG-discretization (see Figs. 8 and 9). In contrast, the wedge266
and tetrahedral testing choices for the even-surface odd-volumetric267
monopolar-RWG discretization produce very similar performance,268
which is a sign of robustness. Moreover, the observed errors with the269
even-surface odd-volumetric implementations in both objects become270
much smaller than for the volumetric implementations.271
C. Nonconformal Triangulations272
In Fig. 10, we show the RCS for the composite object arising273
from the juxtaposition of a pyramid with rectangular basis on top274
of a rectangular prism. Two meshes are used: 1) a closed confor-275
mal mesh of 1920 triangles (mesh A) and 2) a nonconformal mesh276
of 832 triangles resulting from the interconnection of two indepen-277
dent open triangulations (mesh B). Neither the RWG-discretization278
Fig. 9. Relative error of the forward scattered RCS versus the number of
unknowns computed with several monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations for
a regular tetrahedron with side = 1m (λ = 1m). The testing elements are
defined conformal to the boundary surface.
F9:1
F9:2
F9:3
F9:4
Fig. 10. xz plane cut of the RCS computed with several EFIE-implementations
for an object composed of a pyramid on top of a rectangular prism. Meshes A
and B employ, respectively, 1920 and 832 triangles.
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
nor the even-surface odd-volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization 279
of the EFIE can handle the mesh B, where some neighboring triangles 280
have nonmatching edges. Instead, the volumetric monopolar-RWG 281
discretization, with the testing elements defined nonconformal to the 282
boundary surface, stands for a flexible and versatile tool, well suited 283
for the analysis of Mesh B. It is clear from Fig. 10 that the wedge 284
testing in the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE 285
results in a more stable performance in terms of H than the tetrahedral 286
testing. 287
V. CONCLUSION 288
The adoption of testing wedges conformal to the boundary surface 289
in the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE shows, 290
for the sharp-edged conductors tested, improved accuracy for a wider 291
range of heights of the testing elements than the choice of tetrahe- 292
dral elements (between h/10 and h/103, for the moderately small 293
objects tested, and between h/102 and h/104 for the 1λ-tetrahedron). 294
For small enough heights, below one-hundredth of the mesh param- 295
eter, right triangular prisms, easy-to-implement, can be adopted 296
too as successful testing elements. The even-surface odd-volumetric 297
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monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with wedge testing per-298
forms in a similar manner as described in [6] for tetrahedral testing299
elements. These implementations reach, for the sharp-edged conduc-300
tors tested, much wider ranges of heights of the testing elements with301
improved accuracy (at least two orders of magnitude bigger than for302
the volumetric monopolar-RWG discretization and wedge testing).303
For composite objects meshed with nonconformal triangulations304
where neighboring triangles have no matching edges, the volumetric305
monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with testing over right tri-306
angular prisms appears as a more reliable option than the choice with307
tetrahedral testing because the computed RCS becomes more stable308
in terms of the heights of the testing elements. The even-surface odd-309
volumetric monopolar-RWG implementation, though, which assigns310
unknowns to the edges between pairs of adjacent facets, is not311
amenable in general to such triangulations.312
We believe that the better suitability of the wedges as testing ele-313
ments when compared with the tetrahedral elements lies in the fact that314
the wedge-monopolar testing functions enforce the null condition for315
the component of the inner electric field tangential to the boundary sur-316
face, which shows better consistency with the electric-field boundary317
condition at the surface.318
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